Tough...\n
Ralph Pletsch's contribution towards Halloween festivities will take place tomorrow evening by the Hillel Hygiene Building at 8 P.M. All are invited, the only requirements being a Student Activities Card, a $1 admission fee (the sloppy you have over!), and prices will be awarded to the most bedraggled.

Peace Jobs Seen as Issues By Woman Nominee of ALP

By William Cohen

Karen Morrey, American Labor Party candidate for I.L. Governor, discussed the concepts of peace, jobs, and civil rights as integral to a group of the Young Progressives' "job equality for all." Miss Morrey, noted to be "elected in her struggle for the balance of power," said she was "a real..." (that is, if there would be a reality) with an increase of $7 billion in world trade, the economy of New York of creating 135,000 additional jobs. There are 600,000 new jobs available in New York, Miss Morrey declared. She also observed that 10% of the Federal tax dollar now goes for arms production and added that there is a "ban on the second night" in the Soviet economy, at the same time shifting the tax burden from the working to the corporate enterprise.

In the field of civil rights the ALP was aiming toward the ideal.

Radio Station Airing College Faculty Talks

In cooperation with the City College Information Division, the Municipal Broadcasting Station WNYC, is presenting a series of lectures by City College faculty members, moderated by members of the College-Day and Evening Session Parliaments.

The broadcasts will be connected with current topics and events, according to Dr. Bernard Belfall of the Extravagant Division of the College. The broadcasts will include segregation, city budgeting, psychology and interior decoration.

The programs are broadcast on WNYC, Thursdays from 9:00 to 9:30 P.M. The series in its second year, and Dr. Belfall said it is "very pleased.

The next program will be presented on November 3. The speaker will be Prof. Frank Davidson (speech) and the topic be "How the Soviet Union is Doing on a Budget." In addition to WNYC, will air at the College, Professor Davidson's series of evening radio talks.

The program will consist of twelve half-hour sessions and a series of lectures and studies. The Comparative lessons are at a private school, and will cost between $40 and $50, according to Kink.

"People taking the first course are very pleased," Kink said.

A special part of the lecture program is a special lecture for preparing students for their written driving test. "There are 100 possible questions, for the written driving test, ten of which are used," Kink explained. "All the people who are at the course, so that the student will be perfectly prepared," he said.

Warning

All organizations and students who have recently received tables for the November 3, all-college event at the Waldorf-Astoria, are urged to purchase their tickets immediately in order to reserve seats.

Unless the tickets are purchased within a few days they will not be reserved, according to Fred Israel, chairman of the Student Council Prom Committee.

Tough...\n
Green Feather to Continue

SDA Membership Decides

Students for Democratic Action decided yesterday to continue to sponsor a petition calling for the censure of Senator Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wisc) despite their earlier repudiation of the group that had initiated the petition. A vote of the members at yesterday's SDA meeting revealed that a majority favored dropping the "Green Feather" academic free-speech movement, an outgrowth of the anti-McCarthy peti-

tion.

On Tuesday, Gil Robinson, SDA President, denounced the original anti-McCarthy group as having "retreated" itself, since one of its members, At Sirota, was revealed not to be a student of

Rabbi Arthur Zuckermann

"Sirota is No Longer 'Travestur'"

He had been dropped in June because of an inadequate grade, though he continued to be a member of Hillel, a post to which he had been elected last semester for a one-year term.

Sirota helped to draw up a resolution which, signed by City College students, urging students in other colleges to join a delegation to Washington D.C. on November 12 to "lobby" for the censure of Sen. McCarthy.

Tough...\n
Hillel Protests Dulles' Policy

An "emergency drive" protest of the shipment of United States arms to Arab countries in the Middle East is being sponsored by Hillel and City College Student Zionist Organization. Hebrew College, a parent body of the SZO, said that the drive would consist of sending telegrams to John Foster Dulles, Secretary of State.

It has been called a "peace movement, and of its out-

Anti-Donovan Initiative Calls Rival Gymnastics

Amos Bazel, congressional candidate for the 11th district of New York, yesterday announced his support of "Ameri

Tough...\n
Inclusion Israel On Tour List

Israel has been added to the itinerary of the National Student Association Educational Travel sponsored tours, C. Edwin Lacks, Director of the organization, has announced. Also added to the program are two NSA tours of Africa and the Middle East.

The new tours have been out in light of the House of Representatives' vote to cut off aid to Israel. Mr. Donovan, he charged, was trying "to play it safe" with the voters. Why, he asked, "does Donovan fail to take a stand on the question of Public Housing, especially when he supposed to be "an" by representing the district which is deeply concerned with such issues?"

The New York Times yesterday endorsed Mr. Bazel for Congress. The district seat for which he is a nominee was formerly held by Miss McCarthy, of the American-Labor Party, for over a decade.

Other Sides

Courses

Applications for the methods courses—Edu 423, 424, 425, 51, 52, 53, 61, 162, 543—are now being accepted in Rooms 311 Main.

The filing date for these applications is from November 1 to November 13.
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OP Endorses

When the two major parties first announced their nominations for the highest offices in this state, it seemed that our choice would be pleasingly difficult. Both Averell Harriman and Irving M. Ives seemed to represent the best elements and ideals of the two major parties. Both seemed to bring qualified, though vastly different backgrounds to the gubernatorial race. It seemed to us, as the campaign began, that whatever the result the state could not really lose.

Averell Harriman has conducted himself in a fashion compatible with the high office he seeks. He has dealt squarely with the issues and refused to be side-tracked by his opponent’s frequency of unfounded charges against the gaffe. We, at the College, have had special reason to support his candidacy, as Mr. Harriman has pronounced himself distinctly in favor of increased funding and development to the College and has vowed to work toward that end. Furthermore, as metro-polites, we have all been cheered by Mr. Harriman’s promise to gain a more proportionate share of the state revenue for New York City. In all, Mr. Harriman has conducted a campaign of which he can feel proud.

Irving Ives has regrettably chosen to drag his fine reputation through the mud. In his efforts to gain office he has represented all that he has built in some twenty-five years of public life. His attempts to discredit his opponent have not even been worthy of one in his own party for whom he has on occasion expressed disdain. As for Senator Ives’ approach, it is reprehensible. The state has been quite divided for the city dweller to learn what Senator Ives’ candidacy means in relation to him. We have been perplexingly plagued by innumerable spot television announcements in which one farmer explains to the other why Senator Ives is good for the upstate voters. While we realize that the upstaters are strongly counted on to elect a Republican governor, we did not anticipate being so callously-by-passed as non-vital votes.

Between the mud-slinging and the undefined positions we have all been perplexingly plagued by the city dweller to learn what Senator Ives’ candidacy means in relation to him. We have been perplexingly plagued by innumerable spot television announcements in which one farmer explains to the other why Senator Ives is good for the upstate voters. While we realize that the upstaters are strongly counted on to elect a Republican governor, we did not anticipate being so callously by-passed as non-vital votes.

We owe both Mr. Harriman and Senator Ives a vote of thanks, for bringing help to the state in better order. We have been perplexingly plagued by the city dweller to learn what Senator Ives’ candidacy means in relation to him. We have been perplexingly plagued by innumerable spot television announcements in which one farmer explains to the other why Senator Ives is good for the upstate voters. While we realize that the upstaters are strongly counted on to elect a Republican governor, we did not anticipate being so callously by-passed as non-vital votes.

Observation Post supports the candidacy of Averell Harriman.

Terrific Twosome

The office of Attorney General of New York, is the second largest law office in the world. In effect, the Attorney General must be an alert and vigilant watchdog, constantly protecting the interests of all citizens as well as guarding the state’s.

This year, New York is fortunate in having two emi-nently qualified candidates vying for the position. Mr. A. Piatt Andrew, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr., the Republican and Democratic-Liberal candidates can splendidly fulfill the duties expected of them, if elected.

Both men have fine constructive and liberal records as congressmen. Both have fought for increased social-security benefits, higher unemployment benefits, more low-rent housing projects and other important and vitally needed legislation.

Both have demonstrated their political independence in refusing on numerous occasions to either follow their party leaders or use their influence for or against their views. We believe that a vote for either Javits or Roosevelt is a vote for good government.

New York, we believe, is assured of having an able, competent and qualified Attorney General for the next four years, whether he be Jack Javits or FDH Jr.

Radio Network is Operating; College Mike Available to All

It is now possible to contact students in out of town colleges by picking up a microphone instead of a pen. The Intercollegiate Network is on the air. All Alpha and Eastern college dailies, broadcast on the air, are on the air, and are making plans to purchase a newer receiver. Hurricane Hazel and some difficulties in the air traffic have added a new dimension as far as the equipment is concerned, but it is at about the same point as it was one year ago.

The Radio Club of the College participated in a project with Harvard, Yale, Columbia, M.I.T., Brooklyn, N.Y.U., and most of the other colleges on the Eastern Seaboard.

Continental Connect

When atmospheric conditions are suitable the network can reach England, Sweden, France, Germany, Switzerland, Russia, Asia, Africa and Australia. It is perfectly possible for a student living in the States to speak to amateur radio operators in the Soviet Union, but not to people in Canada or China.

The Radio Club is starting classes in code and practical radio theory for anyone interested in the electrical field.

The Club is also working on a plan for some type of radio station which will broadcast music, news and sports for those interested in having a community station.

The members of the Radio Club at the College would be more than happy to speak with any student from other colleges.
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The New Yorker looking for unusual and interesting entertainment is facing an increasingly greater problem. As the city grows, both in population and discriminating taste, the unusual becomes harder to discover and, for the moment, the "unknown restaurant" is suddenly discovered by a growing mass of people.

"Frank Davidson (Speech), an authority on New York past and present, remarked recently that the section of the city, such as Greenwich Village, are changing and accepting the large numbers of Saturday-nighters.

Ten or fifteen years ago the Village was a "black hole" of New York. It consisted of a bit of a slum practically every nationality in the city. It lacked the continental pluses of the Fifty-seventh Street "clubs" but it satisfied a certain group of artists who were more or less aware of that atmosphere.

Times have changed—and so has the Village. The sociologist might explain that the public better changed—maybe the artist became a more respected member of society. One no longer ashamed, to move in their circles. While the reasons for the change may not be fully known, the fact is, that the Village is a different place today.

The Fifty-second Street "clubs" had disappeared, the downtown street was brought to the Village in the October 5 issue of the "Observer Post." A new cross-section of New York past and present remarked, that the Village remains the same as it is for artists, good and bad.

The "artist" of the Village has changed also: he now assumes an opulent dignity. He wears his beard with self-assuredness and defiance. The beat in the Village is not more prevalent than it was a few years back. Its new old atmosphere is a place where you can find just about everything.

The Village is a place where you can find just about everything. It includes a large variety of food, jazz, and sex entertainment. It is a place where the beat and the intellectual cliques are mixed. It is a place where the Village is a different place today.

The Village is a place where you can find just about everything.

The Village is a place where you can find just about everything.
Booters Face Queens Tomorrow In Crucial Met. Conference Test

The most important game of the season, tomorrow when the College's undefeated, league-leading booters face second-place Queens College on the Queens field in Flushing. Game time is 10 AM and a large crowd is expected.

The two rivals finished in a tie for first place at the conclusion of the regular 1953 season. The Beavers, however, have scored two goals, while Queens scored only one. The last meeting between the teams ended in a 1-1 tie. Queens and CCNY are tied for first place at the conclusion of the regular 1953 season. The Beavers are favored to win.

Harriers Face Fordham Univ. In Dual Meet

"Tomorrow in our dual meet with Fordham University we are going to make the best showing possible," predicted Harold. "As the Beavers coach, of the College's cross-country team. The meet will be run over the five-mile Van Cortlandt Park course, starting at 1 PM.

Fordham University will be the toughest opponent, the harriers meet this season. Last week the Rams defeated Yale University, 26-29. The Beavers ran away from Fairleigh Dickinson last week, 17-42, and will be trying to lift their record to 3-1.

Coach Bruce stressed the fact that the whole team was necessary in order for the top men to score. "It is the rest of the team that makes the leaders put on that little bit extra to remain on top."

By HERSHEL NISSENSON

Directions...

Here are directions to Queens College:

BY SUBWAY: Take IND "E" or "F" train to Parsons Boulevard. Take orange 23-34 bus to the College.

BY CAR: Grand Central Parkway to Horace Harding Boulevard exit. Turn east on Kissena Boulevard and drive straight to the College.

The Knights have shown real scoring power in only one game so far, the 3-1 defeat of NY Maritime. On the strength of comparative scores the Lavender kickers are favored to win. Queens tied Kings Point, 2-2 (City beat the Mariners, 5-1), Queens beat Hunter, 1-0 (City did it, 4-0); and Queens was beaten by Pratt, 2-0 (City upset the Engineers, 5-1). However, the Beavers have learned never to underestimate a Queens team, since a 2-2 tie between the schools in 1953 was the major reason for CCNY's second-place finish that year.

The Beavers will probably go with the same lineup that played the entire Hunter game last Saturday, consisting of goalies Wally Mainer, fullbacks Pierre Major and Yale Jordan, halfbacks Bob Hayun, Eddie Trunk, and Rudi Gedamke, and forwards Robert E. King, Morris Hackerman, Johnny Koutsantanou, in the inside right Spike Viscusi, and Gus Narlierio.

You'll always be glad you bought a Chevrolet (and soon—a great time to buy one!)

By HERSHEL NISSENSON

The Metropolitan Intercollegiate Soccer Conference season will take

The United States Committee for Services in Israel has announced that Nat Holman (above), the College's basketball coach, will be the recipient of the Committee's first annual award, to be presented at the swop's fifth anniversary at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel on December 16.

Holman is known as the founder of basketball in Israel where he spent five weeks in 1949 teaching the game to coaches and youths.

Commenting on the Israel's basketball players Prof. Holman said that "They are not particularly tall but are rugged and extremely fast.

Basketball...

Varsity basketball practice will begin on Monday at 4 PM in the Main Gym, with Coach Nat Holman on hand to greet new candidates.

Practice sessions will be held in the Main Gym every day at 4 PM.

Coach H. A. Bruce Predicts Victory

You'll stay proud of Chevrolet's lasting good looks. You won't find another low-priced car with the look of quality, the durability, and the performance of a Chevrolet. And if you like Chevrolet's looks now, you'll like its looks always.

You'll enjoy exclusive features in four models. Body by Fisher—the highest-compression power of any leading low-priced car—the biggest brakes, the only belt-length box-pudder frame and the only Unibond Knee-Action role in the low-price field. They're all yours in Chevrolet!

You save when you buy and when you trade. So, Chevrolet is priced below all other lines of cars. And at trade-in time, you'll be ahead again from traditionally higher resale value.

You'll get a special deal right now. Right now, we're in a position to give you the deal of the year on a new Chevrolet. Come in and let us show you how much you'll gain by buying now.

Now's the time to buy! Get our big deal! Enjoy a new . . .

Chevrolet

YEAR AFTER YEAR, MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLET THAN ANY OTHER CAR!